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Therefore the winds, piping to us in vain,

As in revenge, have sucked up from the sea

Contagious fogs, which falling in the land

Have every pelting river made so proud

That they have overborne their continents.

The ox hath therefore stretched his yoke in vain,

The ploughman lost his sweat, and the green corn

Hath rotted ere his youth attained a beard.

The fold stands empty in the drowned field..

~Shakespeare

The chiding autumn, angry winter, change

Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world

By their increase now knows not which is which..

~Shakespeare
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In the concluding message in our report on Phailin of 2013, we had ended with the sentence “It gives us

pleasure to dedicate this report to the human spirit”. The fact that Phailin, Hudhud and Titli are long

gone and defeated rekindles our faith in the spirit of us human beings.

Hence, when Fani came, it was with much adulation that everyone stood up and recognised the

coordinated efforts of the government and the people of Odisha on timely and coordinated effort in

evacuating those in the danger zone. Precious lives were saved, but the spirit of the people was severely

tested by the destruction left behind by cyclone Fani.

It is to this never die spirit of the people of Odisha that we dedicate this report to. Our commitment to

the state of Odisha is total and is often tested by nature, in times like these. Time and again, as in the

case of Fani restoration, we have done our bit in ensuring all possible resources, within and at times

beyond our call of duty. All requirements -financial, human resource and material, were made available

in the quickest possible time to ensure that the consumers get comfort of electricity supply and related

livelihood. Teams were mobilized overnight to take the mammoth task of restoration (statistics available

in the report). What was possibly constructed over many months had to be restored in days or

maximum weeks.

We owe gratitude and heartfelt thanks to the invaluable support and encouragement provided to us by

the Government of Odisha, CESU and all stakeholders involved in the restoration. A special mention of

FEDCO’s staff is warranted for their understanding of the pain of the people of Odisha and standing by

them in this time of need. We also wish to thank the members of our board who were more than

generous with their quick decision making which helped the operating team to effectively undertake

restoration efforts under very trying and difficult weather conditions.

The report outlines in detail, our effort in getting electricity network restored for the consumers in our

areas of operation. But beyond it, this report also acknowledges the effort of all authorities and agencies

who have been relentless in their effort to provide quick restoration and relief to the consumers.

Hopefully, the effort and planning captured in this report can be used in future for reference purpose to

manage natural disasters with devastating ferocity.

Fani’s lessons will become our own.

Vinayak Chaterjee

Chairman

P.Ramesh

Vice Chairman

Devtosh Chaturvedi

Managing Director

Samarjit Mohanty

CEO

Leadership’s Message
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Here is the thing about life - it carries on no matter what.

Most cultures maintain that creation will end in deluge. The

Hindu cosmological and philosophical tradition has a

different twist to this viz. pralay or end is a continuous

occurring. There is personal psychological pralay in the form

of thoughts, confusion and adapting. At the existential and

cosmological plane things and beings come into being, evolve,

end and get replaced. This cycle is ceaseless and endless. The

Indian state of Odisha is no stranger to nature's occasional

wrath and fury in the form of cyclones and storms. At the

deeper psychological level the inhabitants of this state

understand that they will always be able to bounce back and

rise, phoenix like, from the ashes of destruction. This time

around the visitor was to be the cyclone Fani. Originating in

the Indian Ocean and then traversing across the Bay Of

Bengal Fani made landfall in Odisha on the 3rd of May 2019

and left a trail of destruction in its wake.

sṛṣṭi sthithi pralay sṛṣṭi



It is estimated that Fani caused about US$1.74 billion in

damages in Odisha and would require US$ 2.46 billion to

rebuild the infrastructure [wikipedia]. It is a tribute to the

courageous people of Odisha that no sooner was Fani’s fury

wasted that people started going about the business of

regathering their lives and taking things in ones stride. Since

1891 Odisha has faced over a hundred cyclones. It takes a

special kind of preparedness to face and then manage the

aftermath of such disasters. The Odisha Government’s

handling of the cyclone has come for much praise by the

international media. Rightly so. However as this report is

written much still needs to be done. Each pralay brings

destruction and pain. It also brings a chance to recreate and

become new. It accords forward movement. The Super

Cyclone of ’99, Phailin, Hudhud and Titli et al., have become

blips in the vast scale of time. So will Fani. Odisha will

reiterate herself. As always.
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Quite like Gabriel Garcia Marques' famous book

‘Chronology of a Death Foretold’ cyclone Fani was

predicted as it birthed, lived and died. Quite predictably

so to speak. Only this time the weather department got its

intensity wrong. Mankind seems to be impartial towards

cyclones. Unlike other natural disasters cyclones come

with their own unique names. This one was Fani. It gets

one wondering how cyclones are named and by whom.

Cyclones are named to reduce confusion in case more

than one occurs in the same region simultaneously. In the

past, cyclones were named after places, objects or saints'

special days. However between 1887 and 1907 the

practice of formalising cyclones was institutionalised.

Names are now assigned depending on the basins

cyclones originate in and affect. In fact it's a perverse kind

of logic that specific regions pre-provide lists of future

cyclones - as if writing a chronology of a potential

disaster beforehand. This time around Fani was

shortlisted from a list of names provided by Bangladesh.

Fani means ‘the hood of a snake’. It rose and it spread.

Snakelike. Destructive. But then people of India are not

called snake charmers for nothing.

Chronology of a Cyclone foretold



26th April: IMD Located depression at the west of Sumatra (classified as “BOB 02”) subsequently JTWC

issued a cyclone alert.

27th April: Moved northwards & upgraded to deep depression. Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)

designated it as “01B” & IMD gave it the name FANI.

29th April: JTWC upgraded FANI to a Category-1 Cyclone.

30th April: JTWC upgraded FANI to an extremely severe cyclonic storm Category-3.

2nd May: FANI was upgraded to a Category-4 Cyclone by JTWC.

D-DAY: 3rd May: Rapid Intensification & Land fall at PURI (Morning-8:00AM) - Maximum Recorded

Wind Speed: 150-200 Km/h (Very close to a Category-5 tropical cyclone)

The Expansion:
Some dates

What you focus on expands” - anonymous.

Form an innocuous and manageable depression Fani reinvented itself into a terrific and terrible dragon.

When it finally landed in Odisha the size of the cyclone would nearly be the same as the landmass of India.
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‘Fani is India’s strongest April cyclone in 43 years, say meteorologists’ - The Hindu

‘The Navy, the National Disaster Response Force and the Coast Guard are on high

alert. The Met department has issued a "yellow warning" for Odisha, predicting

heavy to very heavy rain in several areas. Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh have

been placed on high alert too’ - The Economic Times

‘A one-year increase in severe flood/cyclone occurrences cost the state Rs 9,690

crore and severe drought occurrence shrink the economy by Rs 6,940 crore’ -

downearth.org

‘A powerful cyclonic storm named Fani (pronounced Foni) is headed towards the

Odisha coast, with its landfall forecast near Puri Friday. Expected to generate

storms with wind speeds as high as 200 km per hour, it has the potential to cause

widespread damage in Odisha and neighbouring states’ - Indian Express

‘Extremely severe cyclonic storm Fani is due to make landfall during Friday

morning, local time, bringing heavy rain, strong winds and a powerful storm surge’

- BBC

Fani in the Media
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‘Hundreds of thousands of people evacuated parts of India’s eastern coast on

Thursday as an “extremely severe”cyclone moved north through the Bay of Bengal,

bringing fears of widespread destruction from heavy rain,powerful winds and storm

surges in low-lying areas. Cyclone Fani, classified by meteorologists as the

equivalent of a Category 4 hurricane, to make landfall along the coast at 8 a.m.

Friday after churning through the bay, which has produced many of the world’s

deadliest tropical cyclones’ - New York Times

‘The country’s national weather forecaster had, in fact, started tracking and

predicting ‘Fani’ from April 18, 15 days ahead of its landfall. Its chart on ‘landfall

forecast errors’ indicated how IMD reduced the margin of errors - both in

predicting landfall point and landfall timing - in 2019 as compared to the long

period average of 2014-18 period’ - Time Of India

‘The cyclone is being monitored with the help of available satellite observations

from INSAT 3D and 3DR, polar orbiting satellites, and available ships & buoy

observations in the region’ - Times Of India
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The Government of Odisha started keeping an eye on Fani since a week before Fani

was to become a cyclone and was hundreds of miles away. The first sign of Fani

was the build up of a large mass on the metrological radar screens deep in the

Indian Ocean between SriLanka and Indonesia. It deceptively appeared as a deep

depression initially thought to be moving towards Andra Pradesh or Tamil Nadu.

By midweek Fani had become a cyclone. The Metrological department then

onwards accurately predicted the path it would take. It would make landfall in

Odisha. Odisha being a coastal state a major part of the social, economic and

cultural activity is centered around the sea. This leaves it vulnerable to the

occasional vagaries of the sea. Cyclonic storms are the predominant natural disasters

the state of Odisha faces. Storms in the past have had more than their fair share of

destruction and lives lost. However this time the Government Of Odisha was

determined to tackle Fani head on and had accordingly pre-defined emergency

plans and drills. This time the government was categorical about leaving nothing to

chance, having learnt valuable lessons during the Super Cyclone of ’99 and in 2013

having successfully institutionalised disaster management during Phailin.

The Government’s Preparedness
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The foremost task was to warn people and to evacuate them to safer areas. Six

million text messages coupled with blaring loud speakers and coastal sirens were

deployed to warn people of the impending disaster. The government organised

43000 volunteers, 1000 emergency workers, fleets of buses and other means of

transport for the evacuation of people in unsafe areas. Not only transport but the

government was also to provide shelter, food, water and medicine to people who

would have to leave their homes and move to safer places where shelters and camps

were organised. Also deployed were 300 power boats and the Indian Navy’s ships

and helicopters. [Source: The New York Times: www.nytimes.com].

Emergency personnel deployed at district operation centers were prepared with

detailed lists of people in vulnerable houses and areas. Special attention was to be

given to the elderly, children and the sick. Truckloads of food and water were

delivered to public shelters.
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“You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you

can only connect them looking backwards. So you

have to trust that the dots will somehow connect in

your future. You have to trust in something–your

gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. This approach

has never let me down, and it has made all the

difference in my life.” - Steve Jobs

By all incoming accounts Fani was to be an

extraordinarily powerful and deadly cyclone that

would carve a wide swathe of catastrophic damage

and possible loss of life. Storms have a life of their

own and in their fury they spare none - men or

material. By their very nature cyclones tend to leave

vast destruction as aftermath. FEDCO, since it

established itself in Odisha in 2012, has lived

through cyclones of various degrees of intensity -

Phailin, Hudhud and Titli. Consequently FEDCO

has gathered valuable experience in handling the

electricity restoration part after such calamities.

News of an impending storm started doing the

rounds about a week before the actual day of

landfall. Past experience with Phailin in 2013 has

already made FEDCO a cautious company as far as

natural phenomenon is concerned. No sooner that

such tidings came in a key personnel committee was

formed. The committee was named iControl (since

all cyclones have a typical ‘eye’ thus the name). We

were determined to look the cyclone in the eye and

face up to it as an organization. The committee had

its task cut out. To develop and deploy a disaster

management and business continuity plan and to

oversee its implementation and then later oversee

restoration of electricity after the storm had lived its

life. iControl comprised of all personnel of FEDCO’s

Core Team.

iControl
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Discussions began with trying to make sense of

conflicting reports appearing on the Media. The first

and foremost task iControl was to set up a chain of

command. Experience from Phailin showed when

authorities and responsibilities were defined people

tended to work as a team and achieve more. In crisis

situations the chain of command should never fail.

Communications between all was to be essential for

the success of the management of Fani and its

aftermath. Formality in organising ourself was of

utmost importance.

The team’s efforts would be personally monitored

by the Managing Director with the Core Team

members responsible for specific areas and/or

activities. In the field Divisional Managers were to

take control along with other responsible field staff

including but not limited to Sub-Divisional

Managers. This time around FEDCO had also

expanded in the areas of Network Rollout EPC for

the Soubhagya rural electrification scheme. The head

of these schemes would be the commander of these

areas. All hands to the ground.

We were sure as the sun that this approach would

work. Or would it. Only time would tell.
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Effective Communication

FEDCO covers electricity distribution to consumers over a variety of geographical terrains that include

diverse natural tracts of land such as hilly terrain, forests, and flat plains just to name a few of them. As

electricity distribution covers great areas as vast as approx. 8500 SqKm, it becomes imperative to take

assistance from other associations so that our consumers totalling approx. 6 Lakhs in number, are served

to the best of our ability. We have thereby, partnered with some Self Help Groups and other related

organizations to support us with services such as Maintenance, Technical upgrading, Bill collections,

Meter Reading and Transportation. Seamless coordination with our Principals CESU was the need of the

hour.

Cyclones leave devastation and mayhem behind. FEDCO’s success in handling such a disaster would

depend completely on the uninterrupted and effective communication systems provided by Odisha’s

cellular and Internet structures which would have become unreliable in the storm, thus compromising

success of FEDCO’s initiatives.

Strategic course of action for the coming week was to focus on communication round the clock through

any and every channel such as WhatsApp and instant messaging etc, Dedicated groups for the various

divisions like Khorda, Nayagarh, Puri and Balugaon would update each other on progress. Live approach

of Fani would be monitored via images from credible sites like cyclocane.com and National Disaster

Management Authority. To enable this continuous communication we supplied portable power banks to

all concerned parties so that their mobile phones would be kept charged at all time. Furthermore,

messengers and runners were deployed to move around in vehicles to communicate between the field,

sections, sub-divisions and divisions. Business Managers were to communicate with their respective

divisions and corporate offices. This chain of communication was kept open by exchanging and updating

notes with each other. So as not to have any hindrance sufficient fuel was purchased and distributed in

advance.

The Strategy
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The Organization & Responsibilities

FEDCO is proud to state that it has great confidence in its employees to perform, as they should in

any situation. Their reliance, training and integrity has prepared them well to handle adverse

situations. So they would also handle the aftermath of the cyclone. As this was not business as usual,

situation there was a slight reorganisation of the teams for successful execution.

Staff was reshuffled so that the Managing Director and the iControl committee controlled the

Command Centre, which would systemize collation of information, manpower, transport, material,

funds and coordination between teams.

Divisional Managers would plan, coordinate, execute and monitor the restoration at their respective

Divisions. Head Operations with maintenance teams would manage both internal and external

coordination with our partners. This was to be the most crucial role to contain the aftermath of the

storm. Head Procurement was to ensure that material was made available in a timely manner.

Administration would arrange for logistics, power, food, first aid, field visits and all other sundry

affairs. Corporate would ensure communication with CESU, OERC, Local Administration and other

agencies happened in a timely manner. The MIS team would manage information flow with FEDCO

before, during and post the upheaval. In the field Divisional Managers, Duty Managers, Executives &

Supervisors were to manage all restoration efforts.

Crucial

Poignant as it maybe when disaster strikes there is a whole lot of ancillary destruction that cannot be

controlled. However working in an organised and cohesive manner can ensure that suffering is

lessened later on. For iControl the following critical arrangements needed urgent attention and

organization:
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•Men (Labour): The mammoth task of restoration after the cyclone would require extensive

manpower, which would not have sufficed with our own teams. Therefore, a plan was put in place

to mitigate this shortfall by advising our field staff and our partners to engage with locals and

organise additional manpower from other states . During and after a natural disaster it is prudent to

plan ahead knowing that during this period the layman would be occupied salvaging their own

property and would be less likely to come to our aid. Even so if some did the likes of skilled labour

would charge extortionate rates for their service.

•Material: FEDCO’s initiative is to always plan adequately in order to be cost effective. However on

this occasion it was clear that more had to be done so that material became available as required.

Electricity Distribution Utility material inventory is exceptionally expensive and having huge

inventories is never cost effective. We had to order more material which under duress might cost us

dearly. It was important to get in touch with suppliers pre-emptively so as to ensure supplies were

available when needed. Stocking up before hand was never an option since no one was sure how

much the damage would be.

•Logistics: Needless to say, effectiveness of logistics is dependent on the supply chain. As is the

nature of our trade it is evident that restoration of our network would be greatly dependent on

supply of material and movement of our field personnel, Operations and Maintenance Partners. To

overcome any curtailment in our efforts we identified local transporters to liaise with Divisions and

Sub-Divisions who would have better control to facilitate this crucial aspect of delivering material

and work force where it would be needed after the cyclone. Ample of fuel was to be purchased so

that transport would run smoothly later on.
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•Worker Comfort: It was clear we would have to take care of our workforce, as the restoration

would be very arduous and a time consuming process. All efforts were taken to stock up the

Section Offices with abundant food. Arrangements were also in place for the workers to rest.

Intermittent relaxation indoor games such as playing cards etc were also provided for the labourers

to keep up high spirit during this intensive physical and mental strain. We also had the field staff

make provisions for bidi/chai/snack etc. so that much precious time would not be wasted looking

for such amenities. Non-technical field staff were responsible for making these amenities available

to the skilled workers so that skilled workers would concentrate on the job in hand.

•Morale Boosting: When calamity strikes one tends to look inwards and fend for oneself and ones

family. We knew that after the storm our workforce too would tend to do this. Its is only human

nature to do so. The challenge was to convince our staff to be willingly available during and after

the storm for the larger good. The responsibility of doing so was left to Divisional Managers and

their Sub-Divisional Managers. These were trying times.

•Partner Readiness: No matter how prepared FEDCO would have been for this impending calamity,

it would come to no fruition if our partners were not ready too. Our field services, that are spread

over vast areas, are totally dependent on the local service providers. Our partners provide speciality

maintenance services. We had to share our readiness plans with them too. It was judicious to

prepare exhaustive partner readiness checklist so that every area was covered. In the time of need

they would work with us in harmony and efficiency. It was decided to have extensive Corporate

and Field level engagements and meetings with them to make them aware of the sensitive nature of

the issues at hand.
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The Restoration Rollout Plan:

In this day and age one cannot envisage living without electricity! It seems everything stops when

there isn’t any electric power. In such times the restoration of electricity becomes the prime imperative

for any administration. One commonly hears of instances where violent mobs frustrated with having

to live without electricity tend to take the law into their own hands. It is not uncommon to hear that

electricity distribution companies face this violence lashed out by such mobs. To prepare us for this

condition we had a detailed rollout plan in place. This plan would enable us to move material, men

and machinery around. Of course our priority was to restore essential services like hospitals,

waterworks, railroad, communication providers and district administration offices before others.

•Money: As the saying goes “When all others fail money succeeds”. We ensured that we were aptly

prepared for making money available to our field staff so that they could take on the spot financial

decisions and actions to ensure unhindered restoration efforts.

•Medicine: Any calamity is not void of medical situations. We would be prepared for any medical

emergencies with plenty of first aid kits and medicines which could be available not only for our

staff but also for general public should the need arise.

•Communication with Stakeholders: It was identified that various interested parties such as the

Local Administration, our Principal CESU, Partners, Suppliers, Service provider and the Consumer

needed to be kept informed of what was happening vis a vis electricity restoration. Respective

officers were instructed to dissipate this information at respective levels i.e Corporate and the Field.

•Cohesion: Last but not the least it was important to emphasise and impress on people the need for

coordination and to move in sync with each other. Unity was the mantra and the need of the hour.

All field staffers were to constantly reiterate this with our own and our Partners’ field personnel.



“Action has meaning only in relationship, and without

understanding relationship, action on any level will only

breed conflict. The understanding of relationship is

infinitely more important than the search for any plan of

action.” - Jiddu Krishnamurti

Thursday the 2nd of May brought about intense action

and activity in the office and the entire extended

enterprise. There were many battles to be fought the next

day and a war was to be won. We had to be predictable

about the next day, knowing well the unpredictability of

nature’s fury facing us. It is like throwing punches in the

dark hoping that some would land.The office was a blur

of action with frantic calls being made to the field staff,

suppliers, logistics provider, food vendors, petrol stations,

pharmacies for medicine, solar lamp providers, partners to

name. Basis our earlier experience with the cyclone

Phailin in 2013, there were estimates to be made on the

number of poles, cable, transformers etc. which would be

needed to be sourced. Our Principals, M/s. CESU were to

be taken on board about our preparations.

Leave for all Personnel stood cancelled and all staff were

issued with instructions, procedures and methods to deal

with various types of situations that could possibly arise

when Fani came visiting. The HR function was to ensure

that all field staff were communicated with and then

communicated again with, till instructions were

understood.

At the same time all ears were attuned to local TV and

Radio channels. The Government of Odisha constantly

released updates on the possible path the cyclone was to

take. Metrological reports came with discouraging tidings.

Fani which was just a mere depression a week back had

metamorphosed into a full fledged destruction causing

cyclone.

20

Busy Day Anxious Night
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Reports from our field offices too kept pouring in. By the

evening the temple town of Puri and rural areas of Puri

District were evacuated and resembled a ghost settlement.

The sea had turned violent and frothy as if churning a

dilemma in itself. Like the Samundra Manthan of the

epics. What would it throw at us? Destruction or Elixir.

Or both. All of FEDCO’s offices had been amply stocked

with supplies for our staff who would, in all probability,

be working and living in their offices for extended days

after Fani.

It was reported by our field staff that storm shelters by

this time were filled to the brim and were bustling with

human activity and buzz. Odisha’s people went about

their business in a quite disquiet way. Buses with loads of

people kept pouring in from vulnerable locations.

Our offices at Nayagarh, Puri, Balugaon and Khorda were

to be kept open and functional all night. Staff were to

sleep in the offices lest they were unable to come to work

the next day.

At night a call came in from the District Magistrate of

Puri that the arrival time estimate of the cyclone stood

revised and that the landfall of the cyclone was now

advanced by 4-5 hours. There was nothing further to do

but to wait it out. Come Fani - FEDCO was ready.



“In the boxing ring all plans fail when the first punch lands on the face”

-Mohammad Ali

Between 8:30am-9:00am 03May2019 Fani made landfall at Balukhanda

area of Puri town against our initial expectation of Brahmagiri. Seeing

the intensity of the storm everyone’s heart began to sink. We had never

seen winds at such speed in our lives. The gale screamed and howled like

an animal chained lashing be unchained. The gusts of the wind started

reaching 200+ Kms. an hour. The wind’s effusion knocked down even

the wind speed measurement machinery in Puri. As the eye of the storm

moved along first to be hit were the trees and the roadside kiosk. Trees

snapped like matchsticks and kiosks packed up like a pack of cards.

Not to mention the fact that to everyone’s despair the Pataka (Flag pole)

of Shri Jagannath temple broke and had come falling down a day before

due to strong winds. Mankind tends to read omens. To Lord

Jagannath’s devotees nothing could me more ominous than the fall of

the Pataka.

At the corporate office one could actually feel the office building shake.

The office was in constant touch with the field staff on the phone.

Everyone was getting live video feed of happenings at other places. Then

between 1100-1130 hours the cellular network starting coming down

because of the breaking of cell towers. With no more communication

each office was a silo in itself and had to face the brutal force of the

storm on its own

22

The Landfall
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From the 7th floor of the office building

we could see the whole of Bhubneswar

facing nature's wrath. Buildings which we

never suspected even existed, started

showing up because the trees giving them

cover started to break and uproot at

alarming rates. Cars parked in the car

park shook as if toys. Rain lashed out

furiously against the office window and

actually shattered a double glazed

window completely, letting water pour

inside the office and damaging much

equipment.

Fani raged the entire day. The eye moving

and destroying and devastating much

along its path. The intensity one can

handle but intensity taking such a

prolonged time to expend itself was to

wreck havoc like never before in Puri,

Khorda, Balugaon and Nayagarh - our

areas of operations.



But the world moves on, even when you don’t want it to, even

when change feels like the end of everything. It never stops. That’s

harsh and magical and somewhat comforting because nothing is

immutable, however much we want it to be. Moments cannot be

caught like fossils in amber, ever perfect, ever-beautiful. They go

dark and raw, full of shadows, leaving you with the memories. And

the world moves on.” ― Ann Aguirre, Aftermath

It’s amazing how the mornings after storms are - calm and serene

as if nature never knew what a storm even was. So was Saturday

the 4th of May. A beautiful clean crisp day. Except of course when

one removed ones gaze away from the sky and looked down. The

destruction seemed to be total and widespread. In Bhubaneswar the

road outside the office was not visible at all due to fallen trees and

foliage. Elsewhere it was worse.

24

The Aftermath



On the morning of the 4th our teams were out in the field in their

respective areas to survey and take stock of the extent of damages

to FEDCO’s electricity distribution network. By the end of the day

the picture that appeared was grim. The damage to the electricity

network was extensive. A grim reality stared everyone in the face

that it would take a long long time to restore electricity to greater

parts of Puri and Khorda. Nayagarh was relatively lesser hit and

some of the restoration work was underway from the 4th of May

itself. Balugaon restoration work too started on the 4th and here

too our teams were confident of restoring power in a few days.

“Nature punishes the poor people more and spares the rich,” said

S.K. Behra, the owner of a smashed tea stall in Puri. “What can I

do? I am helpless. Slowly I will rebuild my life again.” Sentences

like the above were a common refrain of villager after villager

whom our team met and who had now started their weary and sad

journey back home from the temporary cyclone shelters.
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Fatalities:

Injured:

Trees Uprooted:

Houses damaged:

Public Health Facilities damaged:

Water Supplies Facilities affected:

Telecom Base Stations damaged:

400 KV Towers:

220 KV Towers:

132 KV Towers:

220 KV Grids:

132 KV Grids:

33 KV Lines:

11 KV Lines:

33/11 KV Sub Stations:

11/0.4 KV DTR:

Poles:

LT Lines:

26

41

160

10 Million

1.89 Lakhs

1031

2364

1000

5

27

21

4

4

5030 Kms.

38613 Kms

200

11077

1.56 Lakhs approximately

79486 Kms

The Aftermath
Damages: Some Numbers
[Source: Various News Papers & Reports]
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“It's true. The storms won't last forever. The nasty weather will never last. There is always that light at

the end of the tunnel.” - Diana Rose Morcilla.

For two gruelling days and one night our teams in the field went from pillar to post - village after

village gathering information about the damages so that data points could be shared with Corporate to

define a restoration strategy.

Most of the data came in by the evening of Sunday the 5th of May. Clearly the tidings were not good.

The damage to the electricity network this time around was beyond the wildest of our imagination. Just

to give the reader of this report and idea: during the cyclone Phailin there were 3800 poles which

needed to be replaced. Fani had a much larger appetite. It had completely destroyed 33000 poles. We as

an organization were clearly in for big shocks. Phailin’s destruction spread seemed child’s play, when

compared to Fani . Anyways now that the assessment was in there was no choice for the organisation

but to buckle up and get to the task. This time the strategy had to be different to our earlier approach.

Puri and Khorda saw the most damages and had to be dealt accordingly. We were sure we would be

able to restore Nayagarh in a couple of days and Balugaon too, soon.

FEDCO also had to consider that apart from our regular distribution network we were also to assess

and restore other areas we were working in viz. The Soubhagya Scheme and also our Network Rollout

EPC works at Kandhamal.

iControl’s task was cut out for it.

Light at the End of the Tunnel
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People

We have always prided ourselves with having a large, experienced and dedicated task force out in the

field in Odisha. We realised that our employee strength of 2200 people was not sufficient. Our disaster

management committee iControl also realised that people would certainly be in short supply locally.

They had to be brought over from other states. Our project managers in other states were contacted

and commitment taken for them to arrange workers from their own project or otherwise. Close to 1500

people needed to be shifted from outside of Odisha. A decision was also taken to complete the

restoration of Nayagarh and Balugaon on a priority basis so that workers from these areas could later

be utilised at Puri and Khorda where the damage was more total and would take a long time to restore.

We would augment our work force from workers from MP, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal,

Karnataka, Chattisgarh, Maharashtra and of course Odisha. Preparing as if for war, we would have to

mobilise, retain, house, and feed them as also arrange for moving them around.

Material & Logistics

No one in her or his wildest of dreams had estimated damages to be so high. CESU, Manufactures,

Stockists, Inhouse material stores were taken off guard. This kind of damage needed not just material

but meaningful supply chain management because of the size, weight and bulk of material involved.

The fact that damaged goods had to be replaced in far off inaccessible and remote locations, the

planning of material movement to these locations was to be a challenge. We decided to engage not just

bigger vehicles to ferry goods from factories but local and smaller means of transport such as bullock

carts to haul the goods to last mile locations. What good is planning without material to start with.

iControl contacted and using all means of persuasion got suppliers on board to supply. Out of state

suppliers too were contacted and supplies were sought.

iControl also contacted our Principals CESU and NTPC for supply of material lying in their stores. This

was done the next day and assurances taken from these entities that they would make material

available to us as practically feasible.
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Tools & Implements

Extraordinary situations require extraordinary responses. Fani surely made the rank. So how were we

to actually restore the field in a fast paced effective manner. Normally electricity network rollout is not

a very complex business. Generally companies use old manual methods for this kind of activity.

However this time around we decided to use other innovative techniques to achieve results. We would

require vehicles, motorised diggers, hydra machines, pole diggers, tractors, trollies, welding machines,

gas cutters and tree cutters to name a few.

Aiding the Community: FEDCO Seva

Along with restoration of electricity FEDCO is committed to social uplift and recognises its obligations

to society all too well. It was decided to further equip our offices with medicine, some food and rations,

water, baby food and solar lanterns to distribute to the hapless public. Our offices were to assist local

residents in restoring the shreds of their so throughly devastated lives. FEDCO was to try and restore a

little happiness on their faces.

Members of FEDCO Seva, our social responsibility initiative, were to be on the field helping people

distressed by Fani. They were to roam around and visit our various areas of operations and provide

care. Apart from providing immediate relief they would also liaison with hospitals and provide

transport if need be.

In Sync

It was also decided to sync our efforts with what the external world was going about. The Government

of Odisha has always been the front runner where natural calamities are concerned. Periodic experience

has made them sensitive to restoring life fast and effectively. Our first port of call would be local

administration in our various areas of operations. We needed the government's assistance as also assist

the government in removing trees, clearing roads to enable reach, to prioritise restoration of electricity

to hospitals, clinics, government departments etc. We were also to coordinate with CESU and NTPC

for material and other relevant.
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The Dance of Shiva

“In a time of destruction, create something.”

-Maxine Hong Kingston

The dance the smiling Shiva is performing is the

Tandava, the cosmic dance which both creates and

destroys the universe. Every destruction, as we

maintain in our report on the 2013 cyclone Phailin

and as we believe in now most strongly, comes with

its own reward of being able to create - of becoming

godlike ourselves. As Shiva’s Tandava ultimately

restores life after each destruction or pralay so would

Fani give us a chance to come out of it with better

versions of ourselves in all ways.

Despite the raising temperatures and humidity and

countless cases of heat stroke our workforce will

ensure the restoration of life of the people of Odisha.

Our day to day plan and the monitoring thereof has

so far achieved this to a large extend. Life is

beginning to get back to its feet in the state now. We

made certain that our teams showed responsibility in

not just our areas of operations but were equally

sensitive to areas under the control of others such as

NTPC and CESU.

All of us try in our small ways - for small efforts

make the larger whole. The whole being the sum

total of it’s constituent really.

FEDCO’s commitment to the People of Odisha is

unequivocal and complete. We are Odisha.
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Locality Restoration Date

Jankia 5 June 2019

Banki 17 May 2019

Begunia 17 May 2019

Jatani 31 May 2019

Khorda 31 May 2019

KHORDA

RESTORATION: DIVISION

PURI

Locality Restoration Date

Puri SD-III 3 Jun 2019

Puri SD-I 3 Jun 2019

Bramhagiri

Delang

Sakhigopal

25 Jun 2019

25 Jun 2019

25 Jun 2019

BALUGAON

Locality Restoration Date

Balugaon 11 May 2019

Tangi 26 May 2019

Ranpur 22 May 2019

NAYAGARH

Restoration Date

Nayagarh 3 May 2019

Itamati 5 May 2019

Odagon 7 May 2019

Dasapalla 11 May 2019

Khandapada 16 May 2019

Locality



Restoration DateRestoration DateLocality

Banki NAC 5 May 2019

Begunia Market

KHORDA

5 May 2019

Jankia Market 6 May 2019

Khorda Municipality 7 May 2019

Jatani Municipality 12 May 2019

RESTORATION: URBAN

PURI

Locality Restoration Date

Puri Town 22 May 2019

Chandanpur Market 30 May 2019

Bramhagiri Market 2 Jun 2019

24 Jun 2019Sakhigopal Market

BALUGAON

Restoration DateRestoration DateLocality

Balugaon Town 4 May 2019

Banpur Town 6 May 2019

Nachuni Town 7 May 2019

Tangi Town 7 May 2019

Chandanpur Town 10 May 2019

Ranpur Town 6 May 2019

NAYAGARH

Restoration DateRestoration DateLocality

Nayagarh Town 3 May 2019

Khandapada NAC 15 May 2019

Dasapalla Market 9 May 2019
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KHORDA

ManpowerDate

10 May 19 167

17 May 19 436

24 May 19 390

31 May 19 358

7 Jun 19 315

MANPOWER DEPLOYMENT

PUR I

Date Manpower

3 May 19 170

10 May 19 350

17 May 19 460

24 May 19 580

31 May 19 520

7 Jun 19 210

BALUGAON

ManpowerDate

3 May 19 191

10 May 19 154

17 May 19 97

24 May 19 25

30 May 19 17

NAYAGARH

ManpowerDate

3 May 19 180

10 May 19 180

17 May 19 180
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Fani On Twitter
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